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Here is the law: "I am that which I feel myself to be." Practice changing the feeling of "I" every
day by affirming: "I am Spirit; I think, see, feel, and live as Spirit, the Presence of God.

About the AuthorJoseph Murphy was born in Ireland, the son of a private boy's school
headmaster and raised a Roman Catholic. He studied for the priesthood and joined the Jesuits.
In his twenties, an experience with healing prayer led him to leave the Jesuits and move to the
United States, where he became a pharmacist in New York (having a degree in chemistry by that
time). Here he attended the Church of the Healing Christ (part of the Church of Divine Science),
where Emmet Fox had become minister in 1931. In the mid 1940s, he moved to Los Angeles,
where he met Religious Science founder Ernest Holmes, and was ordained into Religious
Science by Holmes in 1946, thereafter teaching at the Institute of Religious Science. A meeting
with Divine Science Association president Erwin Gregg led to him being reordained into Divine
Science, and he became the minister of the Los Angeles Divine Science Church in 1949, which
he built into one of the largest New Thought congregations in the country. In the next decade,
Murphy married, earned a PhD in psychology from the University of Southern California and
started writing. After his first wife died in 1976, he remarried to a fellow Divine Science minister
who was his longstanding secretary. He died in 1981. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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of America10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1TABLE OF CONTENTSTHE SONG OF TRIUMPHTHE
PRACTICE OF THE PRESENCE OF GODREALIZING YOUR DESIRETHE MAGIC OF
FAITHSTEPS TO HAPPINESSHARMONIOUS HUMAN RELATIONSHOW TO CONTROL
YOUR EMOTIONSCHANGING THE FEELING OF “I”THE SONG OF TRIUMPH“Tell me, O thou
whom my soul loveth, where thou feedest, where thou makest THY FLOCK to rest at
noon?”“Behold, thou ART fair, my love; behold, thou ART fair; thou HAST doves’ eyes.”“He
brought me to the banqueting house, and his banner over me WAS love.”“His left hand IS under
my head, and his right hand doth embrace me.”“My beloved spake, and said unto me, Rise up,
my love, my fair one, and come away.“For lo, the winter is past, the rain is over AND gone;“The
flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing of BIRDS is come, and the voice of the turtle
is heard in our land;“Arise, my love, my fair one, and come away.“My beloved IS mine, and I AM
his: he feedeth among the lilies.“Until the day break, and the shadows flee away.”It is
inconceivable that any anthology could be written wherein The Song of Solomon would not be
included. It is really one of the most inspired parts of the Bible. The Song of Solomon reveals
God as the Great Lover. It is ecstatic and thrilling.In order to lead the triumphant life, you must be
moved by Love. You can go wild in the joy of being actually drunk with the Spirit. In other words
by singing the Song of God, you become God-intoxicated and fired with Divine enthusiasm,
thereby expressing more and more of Divine love and joy every day.You sing the Song of God, or
the mood of triumph, when you subjectively feel that you are that which your five senses tell you,
you are not; you are then God-intoxicated and seized with a Divine frenzy—a sort of mad
joy.Haven’t you at times seen a person bubbling over with enthusiasm and intoxicated with joy?
That person is singing the Song of God at that moment. “In thy presence is fulness of joy; at thy
right hand there are pleasures for evermore.”When you sing a song, you are expressing your
whole nature. Your mind and body enter into the song. When your heart is full of love and good
will, and you are radiating peace, you are truly singing God’s Song; It is the song of the jubilant
soul.The real You is a spiritual, eternal, perfect being. You are a living expression of God now.“I
have said, Ye are Gods; and all of you are children of the most High.”When you pray, it is a
romance with God or your Good. Your desire, when realized, brings you joy and peace. In order
to realize the desire of your heart, which is depicted in The Song of Solomon as your beloved,
you must woo it; let that desire of yours captivate, hold, and thrill you. Let it fire your imagination.
You will always move in the direction of the desire which dominates your mind.The majority of
students of psychology know that The Song of Solomon is a beautiful description of the
wonderful romance of the conscious and subconscious mind (Solomon and Sheba).“Tell me, O
thou whom my soul loveth, where thou feedest?” Your realized desire is he whom your soul
loveth. You are asked, “Where thou feedest?” In other words what are you mentally dwelling



upon? The flock represent your thoughts, ideas, opinions, and beliefs. You are to feast on
nothing but the joy of the answered prayer.If you are saying to yourself, “I can’t. It is too late now. I
am too old, and I don’t know the right people”—in other words if you are mentally feeding on all
the reasons why you cannot do something, or be what you want to be, you are not making “thy
flock to rest at noon.”At noon the sun casts no shadow; likewise, when you pray, you are not to
permit any shadow of fear or doubt to cross your path, or deflect you from your goal or aim in life.
The world of confusion shall be rejected, and you shall mentally eat of, or meditate on the reality
of your desire.“Behold, thou art fair, my love; behold, thou art fair; thou hast doves’ eyes.” The
dove is a symbol of God’s inner peace.Once I talked to an alcoholic who said, “Don’t say
anything about this God-stuff to me. I don’t want God. I want a healing.” This man was deeply
resentful toward a former wife who had remarried; moreover, he was full of grudges against
several people. He needed the doves’ eyes, which means he needed to see the truth which
would give him peace of mind.I asked him, “Will you pray with me now? All I ask is that you be
sincere; if you are, you will experience an inner peace which passeth all human
understanding.”He relaxed his body, and I said to him, “Imagine you are talking to the Invisible
Presence within you—the Almighty Power which created the Cosmos. It can do all things. Say,
‘Thank you, thank you, for this inner peace.’ Say it over and over again.”After ten minutes in silent
meditation, he was blinded by an interior, Inner Light. It seemed to come from the floor where he
was. The whole room was flooded with Light!He exclaimed, “All I see is Light! What’s wrong?”
Then he relaxed into sleep in my office, and his face did truly shine as the sun. He awakened in
about fifteen minutes and was completely at peace saying, “God truly is! God is!” This man had
found his Beloved; It had doves’ eyes.As you fall asleep at night, tell your desire how fair it is, and
how wonderful you would feel in realizing it. Begin to fall in love with your ideal. Praise it; exalt it.
“Arise my Love!” Feel that you are what you want to be. Go to sleep in the consciousness of
being or doing what you long to do.I told a man in one of the islands one time “to sleep” on the
idea of success. He was selling magazine subscriptions. He became a great success by
following this procedure: I suggested that he think of success prior to sleep; i.e., what success
meant to him; what he would do if he were successful. I told him to use his imagination; then as
he was about to go to sleep, fall in love with the idea of success this way: Repeat the one word,
“Success,” over and over again. He should get into the mood of success; then fall off to sleep in
the arms of his Everlasting Lover. Your Lover —your Divine Presence—will bring to pass
whatever you accept as true. The conditions, experiences, and events of your life are called
children of your mind.“He brought me to the banqueting house, and his banner over me was
love.” The banquet house is your own mind where you entertain the idea or desire of your heart.I
will illustrate at this point how to entertain in this banquet house of your own mind. A young girl
having a special talent to sing was having great difficulty in getting anything to do in the motion
picture field, television, or radio. She had been turned down so often she feared she was getting
a rejection complex. She heard me state over one of our radio programs that whatever the mind
of man could imagine and feel as true, he could realize. She wrote that down; came to one of our



classes, and began to practice entering into the banquet house by quieting the wheels of her
mind, relaxing the body by simply talking to it, and telling it to relax; it has to obey you. In that
quiet, relaxed, peaceful state, with her attention completely focused on an imaginary, movie
contract in her hand, she felt the reality of the joy and wonder of it all. She was now in the
banquet house and the banner over her was love. Love is an emotional attachment. She was
definitely, mentally attached to this contract. “He calleth things that are not seen, as though they
were, and the unseen becomes seen.” The visible world comes out of the invisible. She caused
the contract to become a reality by becoming emotionally attached to the imaginary picture of a
contract in her mental, banquet house. She knew that what she imagined and believed must
come to pass in the three-dimensional world.“His left hand is under my head, and his right hand
doth embrace me.” The left hand is your deep, subjective feeling; the right hand is your
disciplined imagination. As you begin to imagine and feel the reality of your desire, you are
joining the right and left hands together in a Divine embrace; then a union of the idea and feeling
takes place. Another way of saying this is: There is an agreement of the conscious and
subconscious mind which denotes the answered prayer.You know when there is no longer any
argument or doubt in your conscious or subconscious mind, your prayer is answered, because
the two have agreed as touching upon it, and it is so.“My beloved spake, and said unto me, Rise
up, my love, my fair one, and come away.” Is not that what your goal, aim, ambition, or desire is
saying to you? For instance the idea of perfect health is now beckoning to you, and saying, “Rise
up, and come away from the belief in sickness, limitation, pain, and aches to health, harmony,
and peace of mind.”I had a long talk with a man in England who had trouble with his leg. He had
been confined to his home for nine months and was unable to lean on his leg or walk. The first
thing I did was to ask him what he would do if he were healed? He said, “I would again play polo,
swim, golf, and climb the alps which I used to do every year.” That was the answer I was
seeking.I told him in the simplest way how to achieve the perfect use of his legs again. The first
thing was to imagine he was doing the things he would do. I painted an imaginary picture for him.
For fifteen or twenty minutes three times a day he sat in his study and imagined he was playing
polo; he assumed the mental mood of actually performing the role of a polo player. He became
the actor; an actor participates in the role.Note carefully that he did not see himself playing polo;
that would be an illusion. He felt himself playing polo. He actualized it by living the drama in his
mind or banquet house.At noon he would quiet the mind; still the body, and feel his Alpine
clothes on him. He would feel and imagine he was climbing the Alps; he would feel the cold air
on his face, and hear the voice of his old associates. He lived the drama and felt the naturalness
and the tangibility of the rocks.At night prior to sleep, before going into the Arms of his Beloved—
His Deeper Self—he would play a game of golf. He would hold the club; touch the ball with his
hand; put it in place, and tee off. He would swing his clubs, and delight in watching where the
ball went. When he was in the mood of playing a good game, he would go off to sleep feeling
very satisfied and happy about his experience.Within two months this man’s leg was healed. He
did all the things he imagined he would do. The idea of climbing the Alps, plus the desire to play



polo again, said to this man, “Arise, my love, my fair one, and come away,” from your belief in a
physical handicap; that is what he did.The law of the subconscious is one of compulsion. When
you subjectively feel you are swimming,—for example, when you feel the chill of the water, and
the naturalness of your various swimming strokes,—you will sooner or later be compelled to
swim. Whatever the handicap, whether fear or a physical condition, you will do what you
subjectively felt you were doing.Your desire, dream, ambition, goal, or aim is your saviour! It is
walking down the corridor of your mind, saying to you, “Arise, my love, and come away,” and
enjoy the good and glorious things of life.No matter what the problem is, or its magnitude, you
have really nothing to do but convince yourself of the truth which you are affirming. As quickly as
you succeed in convincing yourself of the reality of your desire, results will automatically follow.
Your subconscious mind will faithfully reproduce what you impregnated within it.
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Daisy S, “This book has helped me understand faith more and deepen my faith! Superb book.
For me, I have been a fan of Dr Murphy teachings for years and happed to see this Kindle book.
Began to read this book and discovered it was somewhat different from other Dr. Murphy books.
For one thing, the type set is in italics and soft and easy on the eyes. The font is formatted
perfectly for the Kindle and looks wonderful on my Kindle 7 device.My favorite part of this book
is the CASE HISTORIES. After each section, Dr. Murphy tells an actual story of how faith worked
in one of his clients. Each case was different, but they are so relate-bale. While reading this
book, I was learning more about faith and how to use it in a more personal and useful way than
in the past.So I have put this into practice and my faith has grown as this book has very much
enlightened me.Highly recommend this book!”

suzanne lee, “Positive. I am reading a few books by this author on a recommendation by a friend.
It has brought about a huge change in my attitude , and changed my world to a more positive,
loving place. By changing every negative thought, I have found peace and my faith is renewed.”

Laura De Giorgio, “Tips for Developing Faith. Together with verses from the Bible that inspire
faith, Joseph Murphy shares inspiring stories."All things whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer,
believe that ye receive them, and ye shall receive them."Believe means to live in the state of
being it."Believe that you have it now, and ye shall have it"."Call things that be not, as though
they were, and the unseen becomes seen."Murphy also shares tips for the practice of the
presence of God.The first step is to realize that God is the Only Power. Your whole world will
change as you really begin to see God in everything and everyone. If you say and believe God is
the only Presence, the only Power, Infinitely Good, Perfect, Boundless Love, and Limitless Life,
your whole life will be transformed."The real Name of God, insofar as you are concerned is your
concept or your belief about God.You practice the presence of God when you choose to hold in
your consciousness only the eternal truths and perceive that which is eternal in everyone and
everything in your life.Murphy has chosen to portray the nature of faith beautifully through the
Song of Solomon, where your lover is the Invisible Presence within you - the Almighty Power
which created the Universe.As you go to sleep every night, clothe yourself with the garment of
love, peace, and joy. Love gives birth to all things. Your tomorrows are determined by your
concept of yourself as you fall asleep in the arms of your Love (your ideal).”

Ode2Joy, “The author points to the poetic verses in the Bible as if he has a love affair with the
language. What an inspiring, authentic book! The author points to the poetic verses in the Bible
as if he has a love affair with the language; however, he brings its advice up-to-date with his own
rhythmic prose. I've already begun to feel more at peace and joyful, repeating his affirmations/
suggestions out loud. The magical message might be lost on some people; but for those of us
with a spiritual bent, it really hits home. My spirit is uplifted!”



Fargo Levy, “No magic to it.. I rated this book a 5 star because it delivers exactly what it claims.
Set aside what you think you know already that may feel in conflict with this authors ideas, and
try them on. You will see that in honestly considering his premise, this book is a fact. No magic to
it. Once you understand the relationship between the conscious and sub-conscious mind, play
back portions of your life and see how your experiences could have been different had you
known and applied this understanding before. Your own life experience will show you that the
contentions made by the author are correct. Read this book and really begin living your life! It is
wonderful!”

Carron, “Life changing. Practical real transformational wisdom.Now I do understand how to
change my inner and outerworld. Well explained how faith, mind, deeper mind and Jesus are
connected and produce tangible results, manifestation.”

stallingsterry17, “How to Live a Happier, Healthier Life. Dr. Murphy explains how we react to
circumstances, when we created the circumstances by our thoughts. Instead of reacting, simply
change our thoughts, and the circumstances will change. Too good to be true? Read it, and find
out. You'll be glad you did!”

Connie Dunn, “Joseph Murphy = great reading and how to change your thoughts to improve your
life.. Nothing to dislike. I love Joseph Murphy and have 3 of his books. Have learned so much
from him.”

Clarrie Beryl Harding, “Read and read again.. For very many years I have sought the true
meaning of the spirit with in.This wonderful book has opened my mind .to giving thanks. And
further understanding of how the mind works. To give thanks for all that I see .feel hear The
world becomes a living wonder .Fallen into depression. I knew I had to get out of it or sink
lower .it didn't take long before.I noticed pleasant things occur. In a small way. Every day I give
thanks from the heart .My spirits lifted and so has my life become more meaningful .The more I
gotinto the book .the more I felt .I no longer needed to keep searching for what I haveLonged to
find .The Magic of Faith is a most for me.I urge any one who keeps looking .here there and
every where .For you may not know whatThis wonderful author is pure gold as far as I'm
concerned.I give grateful thanks for it.”

K J Howes, “Advanced reading. Am thinking it maybe better to read more Joseph Murphy books
before fearingfeasting your eyes n this one.. It may come across as too religious for some. If
toured a few more of his books you will Get him and learn to know that he is talking about an all
accepting diverse higher power. One that is all inclusive in the 21at century. It is dated and it's
language appears patriarchal and even misogynistic. However this is not what Murphy is about.
His message is pure for the masculine and feminine in all of us. Excuse auto correct unable to
change!!”



nicola c Jackson, “Interesting concept. I enjoyed reading this book. It is obviously described by a
religious scholar and the ideas suggested from positivity to changing your outlook would lead to
a change within yourself”

Philip Martin Hammond, “Very spiritual. A simple but profound read worth taking the years ur
time and thought to read. Some very enlightening stuff in this book”

The book by Joseph Murphy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 611 people have provided feedback.
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